September 26, 2023

Dear Director Tanden, Secretary Mayorkas, and Director Jaddou,

The undersigned organizations urge the Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”) to take immediate action to expand the automatic extension of work authorization for immigrants with pending work permit renewal applications. We welcome the recent announcement that U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (“USCIS”) will issue certain work permits with a 5-year validity period. However, this policy change does not prevent immigrants who have already received work permits that are only valid for two years from experiencing a gap in their work authorization due to crisis-level work permit renewal delays. If DHS does not act swiftly, hundreds of thousands of immigrants will be at risk of losing their jobs when their work authorization expires. Failing to act will have a severe and enduring impact on the economy and devastate labor markets across the country.

On May 4, 2022, DHS issued a Temporary Final Rule (“TFR”), which automatically extended certain work permits for 540 days after their expiration date. This rule allowed employed immigrants to keep their jobs while DHS took additional time to process their work permit renewal applications. Ultimately, the rule will have stopped over 420,000 thousand people from losing access to the legal workforce, preventing a loss of $3.9 billion in wages and saving


businesses billions of dollars. However, that rule is set to expire on October 26, 2023, even though its protections remain essential.

If the rule is allowed to expire without additional action, job losses will resume and governments and businesses will suffer significant economic harm. We thus urge DHS to take immediate action to extend and expand the protections offered by the rule. Importantly, we ask DHS to make a permanent regulatory change that expands the auto extension period for work permit renewal applications in order to provide security to immigrants and businesses, and to promote long-term economic stability.

The Crisis of Delayed Work Permit Renewal Adjudications

DHS issued the TFR expanding the automatic extension period to 540 days because it acknowledged it could not process all renewal applications before immigrants’ work authorization would expire. Since the time the rule was issued, however, the backlog of pending renewal applications has increased significantly, and there is no indication that DHS will be able to process the pending renewal applications before applicants’ work authorization periods expire. In the TFR, DHS reported that as of December 31, 2021, 66,000 work permit renewal applicants had applications still pending after their 180-day automatic extension period had lapsed. According to the latest data DHS published, as of June 30, 2023, there are now 263,062 renewal applications which have been pending for 180 days or more since they were received. Once the TFR expires, new renewal applicants will not benefit from a 540-day extension of their work permits. Instead, applicants will be granted a limited 180-day extension. Once that period lapses, individuals will lose their work authorization and be forced out of the legal labor market while they wait for DHS to process their applications.

---
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As DHS itself noted, “employment authorization . . . is critical to applicants’ and their families’ livelihoods as well as U.S. employers’ continuity of operations.” If DHS does not increase the work permit extension, asylum seekers and other immigrants will lose their jobs, denying them the ability to work to support their families, risking homelessness, starvation, and loss of medical care. Employers will also be severely impacted by losing hundreds of thousands of trusted employees who cannot be easily replaced. Current economic analysis shows that there are still more open jobs than available workers in many sectors, and employers still face severe labor shortages. Immigrant laborers also work in crucial industries including construction, medicine, technology, and trucking that are essential to sustained economic recovery. If DHS does not act, imminent widespread job loss could destabilize the fragile economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic and undermine the administration’s success in combating inflation.

The work permit backlogs also affect local and state governments and federal tax revenues. If DHS does not lengthen the automatic extension, there will be an even greater demand on city and state governments to provide affordable housing, shelter, and other services. Cities and states have also called on the federal government to process work permit applications more quickly. If

---
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15 Ben Casselman & Joanna Smialek, Could the Recession in the Distance Be Just a Mirage?, N.Y. Times (July 19, 2023), https://www.nytimes.com/2023/07/19/business/economy/economy-soft-landing.html?searchResultPosition=8 (“With the economy already slowing, even relatively small developments . . . could be enough to knock the recovery off course, said Jay Bryson, chief economist for Wells Fargo.”).
thousands of immigrant workers lose their jobs, this will only increase the demand on state and local governments at the same time as they welcome recently arrived asylum seekers.

Recommendations

DHS should extend and expand the existing protections provided by the TFR. The agency should ensure the automatic extension period is a duration that allows it to process all renewal applications prior to the expiration of applicants' work authorization. While the agency is best positioned to estimate how long the extension should be, recent backlog data suggests that under current processing times, at minimum, the TFR’s 540-day extension period should be extended well beyond its October 26, 2023 expiration date.

Indeed, current trends suggest that the optimal solution would be for DHS to make any additional automatic extension a permanent regulatory change. People seeking asylum wait around 5-7 years for their asylum case to be processed. As a result, many people seeking asylum will apply to renew their work permit several times while their asylum case remains pending, worsening the backlog. The large number of newly arrived asylum seekers applying for an initial work permit are likely to renew their work permit within the next several years, and the need for a longer processing window is likely to increase. For these reasons, DHS should issue an Interim Final Rule (IFR), rather than a second Temporary Final Rule.

DHS should issue a final rule as quickly as possible. The longer DHS waits to issue new regulations, the longer immigrants will be living in fear of losing their work authorization, and employers will be afraid of potentially losing their employees. Swift action on the part of DHS can provide security to hundreds of thousands of immigrant workers, prevent billions in economic losses, and avoid a crisis in overburdening local government services. It will also


A permanent change could most easily take the form of an Interim Final Rule (IFR) that would ensure USCIS is not in a similar position once the TFR expires. While a TFR only changes the federal regulations temporarily, an IFR could provide a long-term solution to this crisis and would go into effect immediately. Under the Administrative Procedure Act, an agency may issue a rule without a prior notice and comment period, if the agency “for good cause finds” the comment procedure “impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary to the public interest.” 5 U.S.C. § 553(b)(B). DHS has good cause to issue an IFR in this context for at least three reasons. First, USCIS faces crisis-level work permit renewal backlogs. Second, an IFR allows USCIS to shift its resources towards processing initial work permit applications for people who have recently arrived. Third, if DHS does not lengthen the work permit extension, employers will experience disruptions to their operations at a time when there are still more open jobs than available workers.

allow for USCIS to shift its limited resources to processing initial work permit applications for individuals with pending asylum applications, parole, and TPS. The time to act is now.

Signed,
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